NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
Model 2907 WB

Product Description and Features
Accuride introduces Model 2907WB, a slide designed to offer a single-point solution to the electronic enclosures white box market. The 2907WB features specially designed brackets and hole patterns that provide maximum installation flexibility in 1-4U applications.

- 120 lb. load rating
- Full extension plus 2" over travel
- Compatible with a wide range of third-party rack configurations.
- Front and rear brackets feature fixed and adjustable hole locations for compatibility with both 5/8" and 1/2" pitch patterns. Brackets and fasteners will accommodate square, round, or tapped holes. Bracket length is adjustable to fit a full range of cabinet depths and chassis setback positions.
- Slide hole patterns provide compatibility with a variety of chassis and offer installers the option to use screw or pin chassis mounting.
- Ball bearing construction provides smooth and silent chassis movement.
- Lock-out feature holds chassis stable when extended.
- Disconnect latch eases chassis removal and reinsertion.

Availability
Model 2907WB is available with a clear zinc finish in lengths of 22", 24", and 26". Offered in D-Pack, Customer Service is now accepting orders. Orders will ship from our Mexicali, Mexico facility with a three-week leadtime for production orders. QuickShip inventory is also available for smaller inventory requirements.
Ordering/Packaging

- Slides are packaged 5 pair per box.
- D-Pack (D) includes:
  2 each P/N C2907-XXWBD 1 Pair Slides
  2 Each Front Brackets
  2 Each rear Brackets
  8 Each #8-32 thumb screws
  8 Each #8-32 keps nuts
  1 Each data Sheet

Collateral

- Supporting product literature includes sell sheet, data sheet. Price information will be sent via e-mail to the appropriate contact at your company. Pricing will also be available on the Accuride extranet site at www.accuride.com.

For additional information or product samples, please contact your Accuride sales representative. Thank you for your continued support of Accuride.

Sincerely,

Jay Meyer
National Sales Manager
Industrial/Electronics